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I. INTRODUCTION

t EDUCATION AND MOTIVAIIION

Learner motivation is considered to be an'itportant

factor.that'contributes to the success of any educational

programme. Often, differences in achievement of different

learners can ,Ipe correlated with the differences in the

motivation. Within the formal system of education, learner

motivation depends on a number of factors which are normal-

ly 'hidden' or reside outside the learner himself. For in-

stance, a child of five or six years of age may not be

greatly motivated to go to sdhool, but his parerits,may be

'motivated' to send him to school for %future' reasons.

Sometimes, thechild may be motivated to behave in a manner'

like his peers or older siblings.

Whatever the underlying factors that contribute to

learner motivation, not enough attention is paid to the

question of motivation in the formal system. The concern

within that system is with retention of learners more th'an'

motivating them to join a school or a programme.

MOTIVATION AND ADULT LITERACY

In an adult literacy 1:,xogramme,-learner motivation

plays a crucial.role,and cahnot ever be taken for granted.

It is dot difficult to understand this because the target

population,for an adult literacy programme consists of pre-

cisely those people'who have not been through the formal

system of education.-These learners belong to those socio-

economic groups which-are not able to take advantage of

the formal system for a variety of reasons. Compelled by

their circumstances to begin to work from an early age,

'they grow into adults With their own reactions and attitudes

fully formed. Not.having been through an educational pro-

gramme, they do notAomprehend the importance of education.
Even whewthey are aware of the significance of education,

they are likely to consider themselves"too old' for any

educational effort.
1
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Motivational materials development .

It is, therefor e, very important
I

to seriously consi-
der the question of motivation, particufarly learner.Moti-

.

vation, in the context of any adult literacy programme,
Apart from the motivation of a learner to join An. adult
literacy programme, for the success of a programme it is
necessary to secure the support of numerous agencies, in- .

stitutiohs, and individuals and the society at large. It is
Rpt always clear to many people.why an adult literacy pro-
g'ramme is.necessary, especially in a country where a large
section of the population is underdeveloped, poor and
illiterate. In such a situation, a programme Allay be hampered
or retarded because the, non-learner groups da not fully.ap-
pieciate;the need for'such a programme.

4

MOTIVATIONAL MATERIALS
1

How to motivate the learner's as well as thefnon-learner
groups for'an adult.literacy programme is not always,very
clear, A great deal of experimentation and research is
necessary in order to understand how materials for.motiva-
tional purposes may be developed and produced. In.fact, it
is only recently that the significance of motivational
materials has been fully understood. More and more adult
.literacy programmes now recognize the need for motivational
materials in addition to the instructional materials. It ise,
extremely educative to examine some of the experlences of

.

the,varioug countries of the Region as well as the problems-
faced by them in the development of motivational material_.
and dove-tailing aspects of motivation with the instructional
materials. .

THE PRESENT MONOGRAPH

The preSent monograph is based on the actiiiities per-
formed during the RegionalZiteracy Workshop on Development
of Curricular, Motivational, Instructiohal and follow-up
Material's including those for the Media organized by the
Unesc0 Regional Off*e, Bangkok'and held in Udaipur,.India
in November - December,'1979.

The questions of motivation and motivational matdrials.
were touched upon by several of the participating delegates
from 12 countries in the Region. The country status reports
from these countries which were presented at the Workshop,
as also some of die case studies prepared on aspects of the
theme of the Workshop, contain references to motivational

4
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Introduction

materials. A hummary of these is given in the subsequent,
sections below.

The Workshop considered ,the processes and implicat,ions

of.developing motivational materials through a Panel Dis-
cussion on the subject. The report of the Panel Discussion
is also given below.

The *orkshop also provided an opportunity for the par-
ticipants.to experiment with several formats for producing

. sample materials, tome of them intended for use as motiva-
tional materials. Although these sample materials are, in
themselves, very tentative and unfinished, theyserve as
simple illustrations of the various possibilities. Some of
these sample materials are.given at the end.

frN
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II. CONCEPT AND PRCIPLES OF MOTIVATIONAL MATERIALS

BACKGROUND

Sometimes it is diff,icu1 t. to,distingliish etween
city materials and motivatibnal materials.,I a wide sense,
one may even subsume motivational materials under publicity
materials. .The purpose of both publicity iateria1s ;and.
motivational materials is to bring to the notice of a target
clientele a certain product Or process and to persuade the
clientele to procure'the product or participate in the pro-
cess. However, publicity materials are ordinarily associated
with commerce rather than with education.

Perhaps it is j.n the,field of extension education -Wet

publicity and, motivational materials coinblne to both educate
and sell. Linked with tangibile and economic factors, exten-
sion education has successfully utilised these materials.
Ypt, even here it is difficult to separate the purely educa-
tional aspects of extension education from the more concrete,
economic aSpect..Publicity-cum-motivational materials used
in extension education rely more on the techhiquei of market.,.
ing than on educational principles;

SEARCH FOR CAUSES OF-LOW MOTIVATION

Whyis th:ere a need,:fo providing motiVational materials
in an adult literacy programme? Or, why'is there low motive-
:tion on the part-of the leai?fier mn an adult literacy pro-
gramme?

these are very important questions, but there is no
single or,uniqte answer for either, since the level apd
degree of moti'vation (or ),ack of dtrvary from country to.

'-country, situation tO situatiom Ad individual to individual.
,

4.:Generally, it has been observed' %Hat an adult is,reluctant
to join an educational programme;.per 'se since,he iS
logically conditioned to belieye that 'education is meant
only for yoiing childeen. Even when he is convinced that he
would.benefit through the programme, he is unwilling to join
lt because he does not want'to openly acknolkledge the fact
'that he needs to learn. He is.always apprehensivp of plab4C
opinion or public derision.

6
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Concept and principles of mo4vational, materials

The problem is,further complicated bysthe fact that ,

in many ci,Untrvies in the Region those.whc7are illiterate

are alSo extremely poor and deprived..They spend all their

time in economic pursuits trying to eke out a living. They

are so totally overpowered by'their econoMic poVerty that

. they have neither time nor energy for an educational effort,

hoWever beneficial it may be. Oftea, they are not able tO

perceive any advantage Cbming their way as a result of the

adult literacy programme. More often, they do not eVen see

the peed for su,...th programme since theli have been cemditioned

to accept their own disadvantages!'

More serious than the lack of,motivation in the pros-

'pective learner, is the almost negative motivation that is

sometimes reflected4y those'who belong to the more fortu-

nate and advantaged sections'of the society. At best they

see np advantage for the learners 'in the adult literacy

progremMe; and, at worst they consciously hinderrsuch a-

,programme in the fear that their own socio-'economic advan-

tages would-,be,in jeopardy if the illiterate and disaaNian-
,

taged mileople develop the abilities of self-awareness and .

action through education. They fail to comprehend the fact

that no society can develop in a lop-sided manner with one

section.of the society exploiting the othex sections. Such

people, therefore, have also to be 'educated' so that they

may become aware of their social roles and their responsibi-

lities in ensuring an all-round development of the society.

Hence, it is necessary tO design and produce Motivational

materials for non-learner groups 4s well.,
4

MOTIVATIONAL MATERIALS FOR DIFFERENT-CLIENTELE

It Ilas been pointed out above that there is need to

proviae for mativ4tional materials for individuals and

groups who are not necessarily the learners in an adult li-

teracy programme. For the success of an adult literacy

pro4ramme it is,.in fact, necessary to motivate the entire ,.

society. Among the varioUs groUpe of peopie who need to be .

addressea andmotivated.thefollowing may be liste

The Government while it is true that hJ govern- .

.ment of a, countriliratiatessa li-
.

''-teracy Brogkamme, it becomes neces-

sary to sustain the motivation of
.the.government by bringing it to
tgeif 'notice that the Iiteracy

7,
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Motiv)ional matertials development

programme so initiated was not
only necessary and well=motivated,
but that it s (or not) fulfilling
the task(s). assigned to it. The
continued motivation of the govern-

.

ment, in turn, provides an impetus
for the prograthme and motivates
other individuals and sections in
the society.

All adult literacy programmes have
to be planned,and Implemented
through the administrative ma-,
chinery either already available
or newly created for the programme.
,In both cases the success of the
programme over a period of time
depends on whether the adMinistra-
tors are positively motivated
towards the programthe.

In any society, and particularly
in a developing country, the edu-
cated elite perform andmportant
role in forming public opinion.
It is, therefore, important to
motivate the.educated elite to
lend their support to an adult'
literacy programme by promoting
positive public opinion.

\, The Adminiitration -

4

*

The Educated Elite -

The Formal Educational
Vstem - Since an adult.literacy programme

is organized outside the formal
. school; it is(always desirable to

secure the support of the formal
educational system within the
country to ensure that the re-
sources of that system are avail-
able for the adult literacy
programme. It is'also necessary
to mobilize the learners'within
the formal system to assist with
the programme when necessary.

g 11



Concept and principles of motivational materials

,The Local Leadership - It has been observed that in some
cases, unless the support of the local
leaders is available, a programme
does not make the necessary pro-
gress. It is, therefore, essential
to motivate the local leaders and
dnlist their active support.

,

Development Agencies - While an adult literacy programthe
in itself is organised to bring
the educational component to the
learners, a programme has little'
chance of success if it is not
linked to economic development.
It therefore becomes necessary,
to motivate agencies, departments
mad individuals connected with
developmental programmes and
schemes to co-ordinate their
efforts and activities with those
of the adult literacy programme.

The Learner - The need for motivational material
for the learner in an adult liter-
acy programme is obvious. As has
been pointed out earlier, the mo-
tivation of a learner can never be
taken for granted. Constant attem-,
pts at maintaining the motivition
of the learner have to be made.
In the bramdest sense, after the
initial step has been taken by'the
learner to enroll in the programme,
everythin7in'the programme should
be aimed at'strengthening andmain-
taining the motivation of the
learner so that he may continue
:in the programme. Prom this point
of view, the entire programme and
all the materials.and the sábces6
of the programme should be measuxed

according to the nuMber of learners
who are motivated to complete it.

9
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Metivational materials development

Given the need for motivational materials for the
learners, it is necessary to recognizelfurther distinctions
within the learner group sinceLthese distinctions influence
the motivational materials required. For in$Eance, it may
be necessary to _devise different motivational materials
for learners 7r4pm the urban areas as against those from
the rural areas. Some of these crucial distinctions are :

locale of 1earner - Urban or rural,

age of learner - young adult or advanced in age.

sex of learner - male or female,

socio-economic background of the learner- tribal,
nomadic, settlA,

ca$te or religion of,learner-- (in order'vbt.to-
offend the sensitivity of the learner),

occupation of learner,

felt or real need of the learner - (in the context
of the regional and national priorities).

4

ADEQUACY OF MOTIVATIONAL MATERIALS
'A

- As has been hinted at above, m otivational materials are
4equired at various stages of the programme in order to
sustain the motivation of the leatner and to inspire others
to co-olierate. It has also been suggested above 'that in the
broadest sense moiivational materials are like publicity
materials.

Mano.

Typically, for any given programme there is need for
a variety of.motivational materials for the various clien-
tele mentioned above. It is also neceseary to provide for,
motivational materials at various stages oE the prpgramme.
Withoilt the variety and continuity the motivation-building
aspect of an adult literacy programme can suffer major set-
lacks,

1013



Concept and principles of motivational materials

Broadly speaking one maydistinguish-between motive-
tional,materials for the literate,non-learners and the
illiterate learners. One may also distinguieh between moti-
vational materials for wide circulation or dissemination
and those for limited circulation or dissemination. Both'
these distinctions eventually affect the format of the

materials.

Motivational materials have also to maintain a happy
blend between what is familiaiNor known and the novel or
unknown. At the same time these materials must be intimately
woven into the local socio-cultural matrix employing, as far
as possible, the local resources includin4 traditional art
forms and media.

It may be mentioned here that the use of local and
traditional forms and edia contribute to the effectiveness
of these materials leading to their being accepted by the
target groups.

It is also important to plan the availability of moti-
vational materials at the various st.eges of a programme.
Not only'are these materials required at specific stages
for the learners, but also for the other groups listed
above. For instance, while motivational 'ffiaterials would be,
required for all groups at the initial stages, they would
be required for the learner groups for a Considerable period. '

after the programme has Ipecn started. On the other hand, it
may not be nece'ssary to administer these materialS to the .

non-learner-groups except at certain intervals when they
should be reminded of their support to the programme, as
well as being informed of the progress that the programme-
has made.

Just as at a certain stage within the programme all
materials serve as motivational materials, the reporting
of the successful conclus,ion of one stage may serve as
motivational material for the subsequent stages. From this.
point 9f view the monitoring and evaluation aspects of the

programme may be fruitfully used as motivating factors for
the continuation of the programme.

11
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Motivational materials development

KINDS OF MOTIVATIONAL MATERIALS

Since the basic purpose of the motivational materials
is to encourage the learners to participate in an adult
literacy programme and ta motivate the non-learner groups
to support the programme, the development and writing of
1-iese materials requires a great deal of inventiveness and
care. Experiences in the fields of publicity, advertising,
mass meciia and educational technology as well as the.tra6i-
tional and folk media can be fruitfully used in designing and
developing these materials. Frequently, it has been'observed
that the designing and,development of motivational materials
is entrusted to agencies and individuals who have experience
'in developing publicity materials without necessarily being
familiar with educational principles and theories. In s'uch
cases although the materials may be very effective from the
viewpaint of designing, there is alWays a possibility that
they may run counter to the underlying educational purpose
behind such materials. As a rule, motivational)materials
(like other materials) are best developed by teams of people
with different individuals representing the different kinds
of,expertise that are required for developing such materials.

More than in any other kind of Materials, the mass,
electrohic and traditional media are employed in the deve-
lopment of motivational materials. By their nature, motiva-
tional materials have to be brief, to the point and appro-
priate to the specific purpose or aim. These conditions are
most effectively met by the various media such as film,
radio, television and traditional art forms such as folk
songs, folk plays and so on. Motivational materials have
also utilized, with.succese, several of the ideas within
the print medium that have been,successfully exploited by
advertising and publicity.

It might,be convenient to divide motivational materials
into two broad categories, such as printed materials and
non-printed materials. Some of the better-known examples
of both these broad categories are listed-below.

I. Printed Materials - Some of the more well-
known printed materials art:

The Poster:

Of all the4Tinted motivational materials, the,poster
is perhaps the most versatile. It has been used in numerous

12
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Concept and principles of motivational materials

programmes of adult literacy with varying degrees of success.

Seemingly simple as a finished product, the poster'has to be
designed with utmost care if it has to be effective. Posters'
can be designed for both the literate as well as the illi-

terate clientele, although designing a motivational poster

for the illiterate, without the use of any written symbols,

is'an extremely challenging task. The best poster is one
that invokes a single idea or concept and conveys this di-
rectly and plainly. A poster should be so transparent that
a brief and unstudied exposure to it should be enough for

the viewer to get the message. A poster that needs to be
interpreted, by definition, ceases to be a poster.

The Illustrated 'Pamphlet or Brochure:

This format has an advantage over the poster in that a

connected narrative or a sequence of ideas or concepts can,
be presented through the illustrations. Although it;is

theoretically possible to design a pamphlet or brochure
without using any written Symbols, it is very difficult to
do so, especially if the length of the narrative is not
severely limited. The pamphlet or the brochure, therefore,:

is more appropriate when addressed to the 'already literate

people.

'The Comic Strip:

This is a variation of the illustrated pamphlet bro-

chure but has the advantage over the earlier type in the,

use ot caricature..

The Write-up:

This type of printed material can be used only when
addressed to the /iterate groups. It may appear in any form,

such at a rhyme,.a notice, a circular, an advertisement, a

brief eassay and so on. It is most effective when'it is
brief and unusual so that it may attract the attention of
the target clientele.

II. Non-printed Materials

'
The materials in this category differ from those in the

'
first category in one major respect, viz, the non-printed

materials do not depend on the use of writing. Consequently
all materials in this category can be used most effectively

wit'h the actual learner groups who are illiterate. While
the non-print media, both electronic and traditional, have

13
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Motivational materials development

been used in many adult literacy programmes, the potential
of these materials has yet to be fully realized. With hew
break-throughs in electronics and educational technology,
the possibility of further utilization of these materials
has increased in recent years. It woUld be enough to merely
list some of the various sub-tpes of these materials that
can be used for promoting motivation. These are:

i) the film;

ii) the film strip;

iii) the radio brief;

iv) the radia play;

v) the video play;

vi) the radio/film/video slogan and so on.

Variations on the already known varieties can be invented

MOTIVATIONAL AND OTHER MATERIALS

In the broadest sense, ,motivational materials may be
distinguished from the purely instructional or follow-up
materials. At the same time, as it has been stated above,
all materials incorporate a motivatj.onal component without
which no materials can be effective.

The most crucial difference between motivational ma-
terials per e and instructional materials resides in the
fact that motivational materials do not seek.to kmpart any
knowledge or information concerning a process or activity
which the instructional (or follow-up) materials seek to do.
In.other words, motivational materials are not designed to
'teach'. Motivational materials have to be brief and precise.
The materials must toubh the learners in such a way that they
are moved to act in a pre-determined manner. The impact of
the motivational materials must"be felt immediately.

The language'used in the-motivational materials, both
printed and non-Printed,Must be.that of the target clientele.

THE UDAIPUR EXERCISE

Before addressing itself to the chestion of developing
motivational materials, the Udaipur Workshop made an.assess-
ment of the 'State of the Art' with regard to the Materials
in the different member countries repre e at the Work-

14
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shop. After an analysis and synthesis of the various country

Status Reports presented by the different delegates, the

existing status of motivational materials was summarised as

below:

Motivational Materials - Analysis and
Synthesis

The most interesting aspect of motivational materials

revealed through the Country Status Repilorts was that not

many countries distin4qished between the question of moti-

vatioh on the part of the learners to attend an adult

literacy programme and motivational materials as such. The

following extract froin the Report of the'Workshop illustrates

this: .

"The question pf motiiration has been touched upon by

several of the country status,reports andy case studies

although no specific, direct and detailed reference

to the,format of motivational maferials has been made.

The que5tioxi of.motivation is seen as related direct-

ly to enrolment, ppeed of learning and retention of

what is,learnt as also the practical use of the skills

acquired.

"Most countries like Nepal, Philippines and India, among

others, include training of adults in,the profession or

professions they are involved in ad Tart of the motiva-

tion for the learning of literacy skills. Philippines

'report states thAt if the kinds of programmes offered

meet the actual needs and interest of the clientele

group, strong,interest could be maintained among the

learners. Philiptines reports also speak of the need

for the preparation of self-learning kits and mddules

for those catelories of illiterates who can not meet

in organized groups.

"Some countriei like the,Soci'alist Republic of Viet Nam

emphasized that enrolment becomes voluntary owing to

the awareness,.on the Part of the learners, to study

and their 'appreciation of literacy as a social need.

Persuasion by visits to families, person-to-person con-

tact help and
work so as to
help in their
atmosphere or

.insistence on

relief to. illiterates in their domestic
enable them to attend the literacy clasS,
work in the firm8, etc., and creating an
demand for literacy, and a persuasive

the use of literacy skills attained in.

15
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work and personal dealings,, exhortations, relating liter-
ecy to personal lives are all.some of the motivational
techniques/employed in the countries of the region.

"While enrolment is sought to be achievecethrough the
use of several techniques, attendance is sought to be
achievedalso through materials that would sustain the
interest of the learners and make them appreciate the
utility of literacy. The Thailand status report empha-
sizes the content relevance characteristic of the text
used. The reports from Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia,
India and Nepal, among others, speak of the technique
of discussing the problems that the learners face in
their daily lives as a step to motivate the illiterates
in the class to learn literacy skills. The Thailand
report states that while, in theoiy, discussion should
dominate functional literacy classes, the programme
should not rely on methods that involve excessive-
teaCher questioning; instead, the report argues in
favour of group discussioni first and then discussions
in the class as a whple.

0

"In a larger sense reference to motivation has 'had to
do with the choice that learners mike ranging from
preference for literacy per se to preferences for func-
tional programmes. Several studies and eports-(includ-
ing that of Pakittan).refer to the use of traditional
forms of communication such as musical performances,
plays, folk performances, folk art, ,public meetings,
traditional literature, religious gatherings dnd mass
_communication for providing motivation for the learners.
The cost benefit factor of the use of television and
electronic media has,also been considered as an impor-
tant fhctor here. In the same general tone of motiva-
tion as agaiffst motivational materials, some reports in
indicate that motivation to learning is related to

ethnic and religious groups. By and large most studies .

tend to talk only in terms of limiting factors in
learner motivation as against the development of moti-
vationalomaterials. In this narrow sense, thus, the
studies,talk very generally of the use 'and implication
of various media and group activities for encotraging
learners to participate in the programmes.

"The'following points may be given as a summary of the
questions raised under the category of"motivational
materials: ,
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Concept and principles.ormotivational materials

i), The relatiOnship between learners' needs,

content and form of literacy and the text-
books as a motivating factor: ,if the learneis'
needs are reflected in the literacy text-book,
their attendance in the literacy class will
be sustained and their learning will be better.

ii) The relationship between literacy and education
in the professionv if the programme envisages
a literacy component as well as-education in
the professions, and if the inter-relationship
between the two is well, established, retention
of literacy, in additidh to the regular atten-
dance in the literacy class can be ensured.

The importance of creating social awareness in'
favour-of literacy

iv) Use of a variety of techniques,tO ensure.enrol-
pent, speed of learning, retention of what is
learnt and practical use of the skills acquirekl.

v) .The need for a variety of materials for each
of,the stages of lfteracy, viz., enrolment,
speed of learning, retention of what is
learnt and practical use of the skills acquired.

Panel Discussion .

Drawing upon the individual dXperiences of the tweIxe .

member states represented at the Udaipur Workshop, a paat
discusaion on the topic of Motivational Materials discussed
various aspects of developing these criaterials. The views of
the panel were discussed by other participants and a final
report was drawn up. This report summarizes some of the .

issues discussed'above. 4

Motivational Materials

Introduction:

'The following questions were considered in connec-

tion with motivational materials:

i) What are the elements of motivation?

ii) what are the different stages of any Adult
Literacy Programme that require specific

'motivational materials?

17
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iii) What is the distinction and relationship be-
tween motivational and other materials such
as instructional and follow-up materials?

iv) Do we equire different motivational materials

for'different clientele - functionaries, pro-
spective learners, the general public and
other categories of persons?

Should a single agency or multiple agencies
be entrusted with the task of producing moti-
.vational materials?

vi) What are the essential steps involved in the
production and use of motivational materials?

2
arvii) at e the different kinds of,media that

y be used for the production and use of
motivational materials?

viii) How technical should motivational materials
be?

Motivational Materials for Different types Of Clientele

There was a general agreement that there shbuld be
different motivational materials for different clien-
tele-functionari,es, prospbctive learners, and the general
public. Motivation does not mean only dedication to
work . If dedication to Work is not based on a deeper
understanding of the complexitysof the task, even
dedicated individuals would soon become ineffective.
Motivational materials for the functionaries and the
general public should aim at giving them an under-
standing of the varioUs problems involved in the task,
and possible alternative solutions to these problems.

The form 4nd content of the,motivational materials for
thefunctionaries would depend on the. functions expected
'of them in,a particular adult literacy programme. This
may be achieved thiough training, through.visual means
including films, printed materials and slides or
through discussions and exhortations.

Motivational Materials for Different Stacies of
Literacy Learn4ng.

As Tegards the learnert, motivational materials
are required for each of the following stages 7,
enrolment, learning, sustenance of the learhing'effOrts,

18
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Concept and principles of motivational materials

retention and use of what is learnt. Ear a literacy

prcigramme to become successful, each of these stages

- must be recognized And,suitable motivational materiars
prepared. The form and dOnent of motivational
materials would differ from Stage to stage. For in-
stance, While persuapion (thraugh oraL and non-verbal 's

visual means) plays a crucialrole in enrolment, the
actual learning of literacy skill's may depend on the

relevance of the instrudtional material.. All the

stages are inter-related but they require distinct4
motivational materials; ,

. ,

Relationship betweenqiiotivationai Materials and Ofher

Materials ,-

This question of the stages in Adult literaCy
'motivational,materials leads to another important'
question, naMely, the question of relat'iong'hip between

motivational materials and other,types of materials.
Should there be a separate set of materials produced
as motivational materials or should.the motivational

aspect be incorporated in the instructional .

itself? While One should indeed incorporate the! mo 17

vational aspect in every type of instructional'
material producedj the distinction between motivational*
materials and other.types of materials ca4 be made.
The distinction lies in the fact that motivational
matgrials aim at drawing the,attention of the learners

-
and others to the need for a particular task.but not
at undertaking the talk itbelf. Motivational materials
have a supportive role to play, and.bhould generally
precede .dabh gtage of instruction and 'the instrutional
materials for that stage.

111.

Componer0. of Motivation
4

"The question of defining what motivation is needs
to be further investigated. It is necessary to identify
the elements that contribute to_the active emergence of
motivation, and to identify causeg 'that_accelerate enn.
rolment, cut short the learning time; sustain the
learning effort/ condition-the qualitY of what is
learnt and influence retention and application of what '

is learnt. Equal importance should be given to mid-

* cegses 'and failures. Specific conditions of buccesses
and failures would vary from country to country in, the

19
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Motivational materials developmept

region. However, some general elements such as familia-
rity of the tapk, relevance to the task, and complexity
of the task, may be directly related to motivation.

Single Agency or Multiple Agencies?

Restricting the preparation of motivational ma-
terials to a single agency could lead to a less effec-
tive and minimal utilization of expertise and channels
available. Our effort should-be towards the exploita-
tion of every conceivable means and media to produce
motivational materials.' It would, then, appear that
motivational materials should rpsult from a multiple
agency activity.

Hmetechnical shauld the motivational materials be?
The motivational materials Should not be 'technical'

above the comprehension level of the target group. This
prjalciple is based on the assumption that,motivational
materials should generally communicate instantaneously.
If instantaneous Cortimuncation as achieved, comprehen-
sion of ,the motivational mateinn would become a part
of the learning proCess.. Thus if instant communicabili-
ty of the motivational materdals is to be the chief
criterion, it would automatically restrict the form in
which motivational materials are presefited. In some
capes, however, instant communi6abilitylneed not be
.the chief distinguishing feature of the mofivational
materials. In these cases, the failure to solve on
comprehend what is given may be used as a motivational
basis to learn further. All theee indicate that the "4

technical level of the motivational material should not
Iv above the comprehending ability of the target group.

The "Language" of Motivational Materials

The question of "Language" through which the moti-
vational materials should be presented to the target
group is oflimportance. This is specially relevant in .

the context of certain nations in the region where the
national language. may be.different from the home
language of the target group. 'It was felt in such cases
visual (non-written) cues and oral means in the nativ
language would play a ,greater role in the beginning;
leading to a progressive increase of the national
language cues.

20
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Concept and principles of motivationalMaterials

Media for Motivational Materials

It Would be fruitful to identify the traditional
media and assess the effectiveness of each of these
for the various stages of an adult literacy programme.

- It would be necessary to prepare software for,these: ,
media. While prepari .this software care should be
taken to follow the cu iiculum and specified indtruc-
tfonal materials, and also the established procedures
of material production which include the appropriate
choice of language or dialect, among other things.

The Instructor and the Motivational Materials

The instructor must e trained in preparing.inex
pensive and relevant-to-the-task motivational materials.
He.must also be trained to choose one or more of the
traditional media for the task on hand or to organize
the presentation of the material through the media.

Conclusion

13-
-The followin-g---perint*-fpr- th-e production -arid use -of

motivational materials have been arrived atin the workshop:
40.

'In order to make the adult education programme
successful, material is necessary fOr both the
literate and illiterate poptilation.

The purpose of preparing motivational material
. for literate people is to sensitize them to

support the programme in as many ways as pos-

sible.

k

The motivational programme for illiterate
,

population is needed to:

i) create a desire to acquire literacy,

ii) 'attract them to come to the class to.
to learn and sustain their interest
in the class/

iii) persuade them to use their literacy /

skills further in order to unsure
retention of these skills.

Interest may belgenerated in the illiterate

population by telling them,of,the problems of
illiteracy as.well as the advantages of literacy.

4'

,
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Motivational materials development

It may be done through mobilizing the local
resources, folk media and mass media. A varie-
ty of materials will be needed for%the purpose.

There are various kinds of motivations, but

,only fundamental and intrinsic motivation
improving the quality of life of the learners
within the context of national objectives
would be long-lasting.

Motivation becomes effective if the motiva-
tional programme can affect and tolich sun'
areas which.edhance the sensitivity of an in-
dividual or of the whole community to take
interest in the literacy programme. This may
be done in a variety of ways. Use of.songs in
Viet Nam, Khit-Pen process in Thailand and as-
sociation of letters with sound. in Philippines
are some of the examples df such efforts.

In order to make' the adult education programme

successful motivation material'is necessary for
-both -the-Literate ahd illiterate population.

4
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III. PROCESS OF DEVELOPING MOTIVATIONAL MATERIALS

PROCESS

It-has been pointed out above that motivaticinals

materials fall into a category:that is significantly dif-
ferent_Arom other kinds of materials. Yet, all other
materials and motivational materials are intimately connected
with each other. F'or instance, motiyational materials must,,
hold out to the learner thie promiSe'of achievement which is
in fact fulfilled through the instructional materials. On the
other hand, it must be recognized that motivational materials
can.raise expectations which are not intended by the pro-
gramme, leading to a sense of fruation in the learner.
For_instance_if_the_programmeis_dpsfqilea toiinpaiE_literacy
skills within a specified time, tfid. ri6tivational materials
should be designed tp relay thigi,TeSsiage... Or, the motiva-.

tional materials should not unapline :any factor (like illi-
teracy, ignorance, Poverty, e.e.C.)-whIch is likely to embar-

,

ras the prospective learner, for it;may then be c nter-
productive and inhibit the learner rather than e courage
him to join'the programme. L-L4.--' A

It would be well to recogifiZethat the process of

developing motivational materialpjs' highly complex and Must
be understood fully. In this sectidri'some of the implications
of this process are discussed.

AGENCIES

yblny materials prod ction,pgticips is best carried out

as a group activity. Piis app/lidOrtq'the development of

motivational materials as well.the ultimate responsibility
for developing motivational mat tal6 rests with the agency

that is responsible for plannin&ñd implementing the litera-
ey programme. In most cases'thisp41d be the national
government or its various deparWetitsithat are entrusted
the task of implementation and itWeil'als production.

Since most literacy.progwamMes. e linked with develop-

mental programmes, it.is always desirable to develop motiVa-

2.3



Motivational materials development

tionalmsterials in consultation with the development
agencies so that the development programmes are brought to
'the attention of future learners. For instance, if a schemd
-of bank loans for development is available, the literacy
programme may attractfuture learners by publicizing the
bank-loan scheme; or the literacy programme may publicize
-an animal husbandry scheme aimed at training the dairy
farmers wheare illiterate and hence ad not take advantage
of such a scheme.

The development and designing of motivations), materials

requires specialized training in designing. Therefore, the
task of designing is best left to the care of a professional
agency that has.the required expertise. Such aR agency may
be a department of the government or a part of the national
agency responsible for the implementation of the programme;
or, it may be a private agencl; that is contracted to develop
these materials, Wherever the.agency be located, it is.always
necessary. to associate with the process of developing such

\materials individuals with different backgrounds and exper-
tise. Typically, there should be a team of individuals com-
,prising ai educationiit, a development specialist (connected. .

with the specific material), a psychologist, a linguist
(familiar with the local language), a literacy expert; a
designer; a media expert and a local person (possibly a
future participant). All the members of this team should
contribute to the process of developing,this materia4 al-
though it is not necessary that they should work simulta-
neously.

. CURRICULUM AND MOTIVNTIONAL MATERIALS

Ideally, motivational materials mustbe ilfiked with the
curriculum which should specify the plac9 of the motivational
materials in the total programme. For. Ostance, if the curri-
culum has specified as an objective the tapping of water re-
sources in the programme area, 4-may have,also indicated the
kinds of materials required to.Aearwith such an objective.

.

As an example we may apume that in a given area the,
local people have not expl9ited.all the water resources and
have, therefore, ilowed,..iheir village or region,to be under7
developed agricultur. The educational programme may be
designed to get the local people to identify and conserve
all water resources for more effective irrigation. As part
of the motivational materials specified in the currioulum,
it would be possible to develop a poster or a map showing

24
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Process of developing motivational materials

the village as it is now and contrasting it with what it

could,be i4 all water resources are tapped and used for agri-

culture. The poster would contrast the picture of,present

desolation with that of plenty in the fdture.

However,, not all motivational materials are, or can be,

specified in the curriculum. For instance, motivational
materials,for enthusing the future learners to join the pro-

gramme or soliciting the support of non-learner groups are

not listed in any curriculum. These,are, in fact, included

in the initial planning document. Hence these materials,

which may,form the bulk of the motivational materials, have

to be developed according to criteria or features relevant

to the goal,s.of the progeamme and in consonance with the

national aims and policies. In the development of these

purely motivational materials, it ig also important to take

4-into account the local socio-alltural factor,s. These ma -

teriaks must not give offence to any member of the ,society

nor must they leave any room for misinterpreation.

IDENTIFICATION OF MOTIVATIONAL MATERIALS

Whether'the motivational materials are a part of a

curriculum,or are designed to fulfill the purely 'motiva-

tional' task specified in the plan of the programme, the

various agencies involved in the activity of developing r

such materials, must identify the format or formats of the

material. It is'always possible to communicate the same idea

or concept-through a variety of formats. For example wliat is

communicated through a poster may also/be cOmmunicated

through a radio play, ora short film, or a leaflet, or a

stage play and so on. The ultimate choice 9f'the format de-

pends on factors like local'conditions, financial-con-

. straints, availability of approptiate materials, OC. It
would be pointless developing a television zaay for a .place

where there is no television, or devel6ing a poster for an

area which is not easily accessible.

It is often the case that,,the format.of the motivational

material is determined pragmatically and is linked with

several factors listed above and, others like distributional

networks, enthusiasm of tile agenciea involvdd, and so

DRAFT FORMULATION

Like any other materials, motivational itakerials have

first to be developed as a pre -fipal draft before their

final production. In fact the draft formulation of motiva-
,
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tional materials'takes_on a special significance since,
unlike other liaterials, it it difficult to bring out revited

.editioDs of these materials. That is to say, instructional
materials may be revised after a field try-out and used
again; bRt in the case of motivational materials, it is not
possible to make 'correc4ons' for re-use, because if the
materals have, failed to meet the desired goals they are
best abandoned. At' most the failure of a particular material '.

may be used as a lesson for future development of similar
materials.

4 draft formulation, therefore, has to be carefully
planned and re-planned by the team of people mentioned above'.
nd jgdged against the experience of these individuals and
against any past eXample available to this team. The appro-
priateness of the draft has to be evaluated in terms of the
local conditions, socio-cultural factors, language, etc. In,'
most cases, the draft formulation of motivational meteriala
is the most crucial'stage.

TESTING'OF, MATERIALS

Testing of motivational materials can be very compli-
aated. If the draft materials are *Used with the target groups,
fhen there is a risk of,creating a negative effect if the
materials are not appropriate. On the other hand if the test-
ing activity is carried out in a simulated situation, the
effectiveness of the materials.cannot be fully measured.
Consequently, most often the testing of the materials-is
limited to a small group of people who are aaked to react tO
the specific materials. However, the testing of the format
is relatively easy and many studies are available on the,re-
lative effectiveness of the various:kinds of materials used
in motivational programmes. For instance, it is relatively
easy to find out whether the target group is more likely to
respond to a.poster; or a radio programme, or a traditional
folk form and so on.

Eventually, the form of'specific motiliational materials

is arrived At through informed opinion,and consensus.

MASS IMPLEMENTATION

Afteethe motivational materials have been finalized
and iroduced, implementation or distribution becomes a major
problem, especially where there are inadequate distributional
channels. On account of various unfbreseen reatons,,the dis-
tribution of materials is inadequate. In some cates, as a

26
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result of sheer neglect, these materials never leave the
warehouseswhere they are stored. It is; therefore,
necessary to provide for a system through which the materials
reach the intended audiences. It is necessary also to conti-,

nuously monitor the distribution and identify institutions"
and individuals whose responsibility it is to distribute them.
Setting up.of such a system, of course, presupposes that
there is a prior.decision as to the target group, the geo-.
graphical area, etc., where the materials will be distributed.

TEACHER'S GUIDE

The question of providing a teacher's guide to accompany
motivational materials becomes significant in relation to
those materials which are linked with the curriculum objec-

. tj.veS. In the teacher't guide the significance of the speci.,
fic material as well as the methodology of presentation
should be fully explicated. The relation of the motivational .

material tootherpaterials shbuld also be highlighted to
enable the teacher tq ably utilize the motivational material
in its intended place in the curriculum.

FACE-TO-FACE COMMUNICATION AS MOTIVATIONAL bROCESS

Inothe above discussiOn on motivational materials, only
the Aare-designed materials (bOth printed aria non-printed)

s have been considered. While these materials play a signifi-
cant role in any abdult literacy progranbe, one must consider
the place of face-to-face communication in creating motiva-
tion'.

It is a well-known fact that in many adult literacy
programmes learner motivation is built up through personal
contact by literacy workers development extension personnel,
local leaders, government officials and others. In fact it
is seldom realized that these faC'e -to -face encounters pahaps
play a dominant role in securing learner motivation. '

4
It is important to uake a systematic use of these tech-

niques and to provide proper training to functionaries con-
. nected with these programmes to build up learner Motivation

through dialogue, discussion, group meetings and so on.
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IV. RESEARCH, EVALUATION AND FOLLOW-UP

RASEARCH

The development of Motivational materials has only re-
cently been undertaken on scientific lines. As has l'ieen
pointed out earlier, techniques and experiences in the fields
of publicity, advertising and mass communication aee being'
employed most effectively in the development 9fthese ma-
terials. These fields in themselves are in various,stages of
development.

Research in the field of motivational materials, there-

fore, must go hand in hand with developments in these fields
as well as in the areas of educational technology, peplagogy,
communication and others. There is a great deal of future
promise in the area of motivation-building materials, the
importance of which is becoming evident as non-formal tech-
niques of education are becoming more acceptable. Motivational
materials are bound to play a crucial role in the development
of non-formal education.

EVALUATION

It has been stated earlier that the evaluation of motiva-
tional materials is intimately linked with the success of the
entire programme. So close is this lihk that the dependence
of one on the other is likely to become circular.

Ultimately, the success of the motivational materials,

should ensure the success Of the programOe and, therefore,
the task of evaluating the materials has to be Continuous.
The need for administering motivational materials should be
indicated by the progress of the programme itself.

FOLLOW-UP-

Building of learner motivation is ?Lever a one-time
tivity, especially in the context of an adult literacy

programme. Once a learner has been motivated to join a pro-
gramte, it is important to sustain his interest and motivation.
This can be achieved by planning a series of motivational

28
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,

materials 'each designed to strengthen the impact of.the

previous one, thereby provi ing for the learner's continuous

motivation to continue in he programme. ,

. .
,

.

The ultimate goal of the motivational materials should
be to transform each individual learner into a rational being
who is full'y aware of himself, his environment and his reality.
He should through his own experience contribute to the forma-
tion of a learning society whdre illiteracy does not undermine
development; where every individual is able to participate 'in

, the national'development and share the benefits,of this

development. "
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V. SAMPLE MATERIALS

The materials ,included in this section are those
developed by the participants in the UdaiPur Workshop. The
materials were prepared to illustrate some of the curriculum
objectives included in the sample curricula developed by
four grbups of participants after field study in four vil-
lages in the vicinity of Udaipur: Ttie sample materials are
essentially sketáhy illustrations of the vacious possibilities
that weie,experimented with by the Workshop participants.
They are not intended to be frinished products. Above all; the
exercise in producing these materials waS set up to give the
participants first-hand experience in the various processes
of curriculum arid materials development.

Seven sets of materials produced below have been
selected from about two dozen sets developed in the Udaipur
Workshop to illustrate Motivational, instructional, follow-
up and media materials. The illustrations included here are
all motivational materials. Each set of:materials is accom-
panied by a brief description about the format, purpose, etc.

Sample 1 - Hoarding (bill-board)

This,set consists of three illustrations numbered 1,
2 and 3. Illustration 1 depicts the actual condition of a
particular village that is languishing for lack of water
resources and prOvision for conserving water. Illustration
2 depicts the village as it could develop if a dam is con-
strücted nearby to preserve the water resources available.
Illustration 3, on the other-hand, depicts the same village
some years hence, if no steps are takefi to solve the water
probfem. This illustration presents a picture of desolation.:
A data sheet accompanies the illustration.

The set was visualized by a group,of participants
from Afghanistan, India, the Philippines and the Socialist, r-
Republic of Viet Nam. Since the material is to be. used as
a visual there is no associated verbal message.

30 3 3
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I. Type of
Material:

10-

2. Purpose:

3. Use

,

Sample materiale

1,MOT. TIONAL MATERIAL DATA SHEET

Hoarding with three panels depicting views
of the village 7 1) present, 2) future
with'a dam and 3) future without a dam:

Painted with waterproof and weatherproof
colours on metal sheets 4'x 3' each.

To be displayed prominently at a central
place in the village as a reminder Of hopes,
possabilities and dangers.

Motivational; assumes correlation of
development and education and the capacity
of the illiterate people to grasp this and
to relate tojnaterial that is inspiring,
dignity-giving and concerned with larger
aspects; theme related to the specific
situation, concerned with all round develop7
ment but starts with the key problem of
water tor irrigation; out of.classroom.ap7
plication.

First presentation after the technical and
economic feasibility of the dam and lift
irrigation scheme has been established;
this to be done at a-Meeting of the whole
village community, elders and leaders and ,

the task foi.ce to facilitate discussion
and decision regarding the dam. Subsequent-'
ly displayed prominently as a reminder and
to enable monitoring.

4. 5upp1ementarv:Informational pamphlets, incorporating the
panels ofthe hoarding, for the community,
4iving historical back-ground, present
,situation, future sCenarios and options
for discussion and decision-making
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Sample 2 - Brochure/Poster/Chart

This set of materials comprises four pictures on the
theme of environmental hygiene. Two illustrations show a
village house; in one with animals and poultry wandering
about and the yard unclean, and in the other everything is
order and clean. The first illustration has a large mark
(x) at the top meaning "not like thie and the other illus-
tration haS.the mark (V) meaning "like this". The second
set of two illustrations depicts a village well and carries

the same mess4ge as in the illustrations of the village house.

The illustrations are simple and direct. No written

message is used. The meaning of the illustrations is clear.
The illustrations can be produqed in twos in a brochure, or
as posters with each poster carrying the two related pictures.

The illustrations can also be used as charts for class-dis-

cussion.

These materials and the subsequent samples presented in
this sectionwere visualised by a group of participants from
India, Pdkistan, Papua New Guinea and Nepal. ,
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Sample 3 - Poster
. ,This poster is pn the topic of "Population Education" 1;

It has three panels each dated in sequence. Tkle first panel

(l960) shows a small family with five.meMbers. In the second
par-M-1 0.970) the children in the first panel are now married
and the extended family now has eight meMbers. In the third*

panel (1980) the extended family has grown to twenty. The

adequae abode.of the first panel is now over-crowded. The

first panel carries a simple two-word message meaning "What
was?" and the third*panel carries a counter-point message
"What'has bec e?"

The poster As intended to depict the consequences of

an unplanned.family.

Produced by the same groupthat visualiqed.sample 2,

the language used,in the poster is Nepali.

1

1960
544-?
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Samiole 4 - Ccnnic Strip

This 16-frame comic strip,depicts the success story of
an illiterate juvenile'delinquient who goes to anqadult
literacy class whIch changes his life completely add he goes
from success to success. Th pictures are simple and show a
sequence of events. Each picture carries a small descriptive
captions The material is int,ended for both the illiterate
and semi-literate persons. )

Produced by the same group as in samples 2 and 3, the
langmage is Urdu and'the pictures depict a socio-cultural
context in north-west Pakistan.
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, Motivational materials development

Sample,5 - Radio Script

This is a radio Script of a motivational.programme that \
could be broadcast over the radio. The script is brief and
uses the local language and colour. The original text and a ,

brief summary are included here.

The language used is Sindhi and the script is intended
for the Sindhi-speaking adult in rural Sindhilin Pakistan.

'A DIALOGUE ON RADIO FOR MOTIVATION

Setting : Group of villagers with the wise-man of the

village at his sitting room.

Objectives : 1. To develop awareness abput a problem,

need and solution.

2. To make villagers realize the importance

of literacy and create desire for literacy.

3. To'acguaint the villagers about preventive

and Precautionary measures against diseases.

4. To develop a.sense of co-operation.

Focus : On health problems and solution through co-

operative efforts,and literacy learning.

-i'dl1ow;441) : Diitribution of posters and stiers.
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Motivational maierials development

Sample 6 - Motivational Mat ials for Classroom Activity

These materials are included here to illustrate the

more established use of motivational materials as aids to
creating learning motiNiation in a real adult literacy class.
Such materials rely on illustrations that can be used as Charts
or flash cards to initiate a discussion and learner participa-
tion. This is then followed by a regular literacy lesson, the
literacy tasks being related to the words used in the motiva-

tional materials.

TI;e language used in the flash cards is the pidgin,used
in Papua New Guinea. Instructions and a Teacher's Guide are
also included.

LITERACY MATERIAL

USAGE INSTRUCTION

TYPE - FLASH CARD INCLUDING TEACHER'S GUIDE

SUBJECT - HEALTH

. CLEANLINESS

. NUTRITION

OBJECTIVES - MOTIVATIONAL, AWARENESS

- INTRODUCTION OF LETTERS AND WORDS

- DIRECTION FOR LEARNERS' TTER-SHAPING, WORDS
AND PHRASE FORMATION EXE ISES

CARDS CONTENT

1.DRING KLIN WARA

(DRINK CLEAN WATER)

2.WASIM BODI OLTAIM
(WASH YOUR BODY REGULARLY)

3.KAIKAI BILONG KAMAPIM BODI
( BODY BUILDING FOOD)

4.KAIKAI BILONG GIVIM STRONG
(ENERGY FOOD)

5.KAIKAI BILONG LUKAUTIM BODI
(PROTECTIVE FOOD)
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6.HELTI. BODI _
LONG STAP HELTI, YU MAS :

. DRING KLIN WARA

WASIM BODI OLTAIM

. KAIKAIM GUTPELA KAIKAI

NOTE READ, TEACHER'S GUIDE BEFORE BEGINNING
(Printed here on pages 50-53)

WAS)61 BoDI .OLTAIM

*Card 2 '

77.77
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LONG STAP HELTI Y4AS :
ORIN& JKLIN \NARA .

virnsim sip( OLTAIM
dk A WAN-, -1JTPEL..e"; ,14.AJKAI

S.

Introdtetion

TEACHERPdUIDE

.,The main messageithqse FlaSh,CirdS 4,ntend to conVexj.s

thai gealth is an intrinsic p"art-of cine's total mpll,being.
That there are means by Which. ,a4erson4can achieve this
namely, by.keeping his body clsgiii end eating nutritious food.

4 The specific content in thp cards therefore directlY

points o4t the use of water for athIng and emtihaticaily,
drinking of clean watertand eating:the tliree kinds of food
which make up a balanced diet:: .

Objectives

Ss

,The.obje9tives of this'ieSsage are:.
.

. Make learners appreciate the importance,of,Health,to
elei; lives; that poor 'health can be tragic.for I:

themselves,

, Make learners aware o th e va ues of nutritious food,
,

Encourage learners tO-Ter445---blean water and to use

.water for,batiiing to-kseg dlean,,

. .mctivabs /earners to pSctiCe.cleanliness ana eatifig

a balanced-diet. and'diinkifig clean water,'

Introduce. Xetters anglyords used 1.n thOCardrand

Enable learners to deOelop writing*,and readih4.skJ.144,

,
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I. -Motivit iOn/Awar eh-a s

5,

'4

Before commencin4,...establish rapport, by intro-,
ducing'yourgelf, and let each learner .introduce himself4
herself; and other known means.

In introducing the subject, don't let it.be a
lecture, kit a discussion, where learners are IRgolved
and theytake part in the'dj.scuSsion. The t6adfier can
ensure their acilke participation by asking questions
and inviting dothents.

DiscUss the cards oNe at a time in sequential

.order, paliing particular attenticin as follows:

Card].
Clean water is good for your health.

Dirty water can cause stomach.upset and
illness.

Ensure that water is boiled (if drawn

.* from a well, pond, lake) before drinking.

Card 2

Stress-the.importanceefbathidg the body
regularly (add, washin4 -of clothes and
utensils).

Card 31 4 & 5

- Talk 'ebOut,three diffeiint types of-food-
.

for nutrition; take ont card,at a time
in consecutive order shpwing the three
yped of food and their fundtion for goqd
,health;,mention foods wh4oti fall,under
each of the three types, that are avail,-
able.in the.learnerS' Society.

At the end, show a relevant film or two cin.the
use of water'and.On nutrition (if these are not dVaa-

'able, show an.entertaihment'film). ,

I. Reading/WrAing Lessons

i) 'Prior to introducing letters and°words to.the
aelearners, ist of the letters that appear

:throughout the mateiai: should be made, prefer-0
ably in a horizontal, line in.biock leitterS, and
seiarately on\oardS.

.52 55



Sampi? materiefp

ii) In this. exerdiee, the letters used are:.

7-47- -X- S:

jpme. of these letters have appeared more than
once throughout the whole exercise, but heed to
be written doll& only once, and should appear
only once on the card - sO that" there will be
a ,card. for each of the identified. letters;

.

iii) The firpt phase of ,this sectioh is to allow' thel;
group to' recognize 'four or five of those letters
at a time, giving them the sounds and practice
in .writihg them. '

In the' second phase, (a list of all the words

used should by now be written on the board tr
chart in block letters) again, taking each of :

the four grotps of letters initial used in,

the abode exercise, ask the learners o 'identify

them in the words.

Having 'gone through all the letters ih words, .

get the group to begin io blend sounds as they
,appear in the words. ,

vY Let the learners begin to Urite theee words an

tO pronounce% them.

vi) When they have been able to write and pronounce'
those words, then ge them to form lorther meaning-

ful words within the language. w

Next, take them to form phrases Aeading to lbhger

'-sentences;

viii) Once they have accomplidhed*the above steps,
hold icp Card No,6. and ask gent to read it. ,liak

them questions to see if they underetand.

,vii)

Remember

Make learners' participation. an actiVe one.

AlwaYs make .Oure the learners a1e in a re-

laxed state. .

.

Involve them in ehtertainment activities.

before or after each lesson -,this can be by
a film show Or ,short story telling, or dance,
Al-it-can be dohef

._ .

Hach lesson should,be no more than' an hOurs

S. I
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Mottvational inateriata developnent

...Ensure all. materaAls needed (paPer, pencils' or. . .

. . or chalk, Chart's, etc. ) are available _before.. -
.,. ,. , .. .

.. :' At tlie end, ask the learners to write a short
,story to' be read to the whale, group.

NB4, POR THE PURPOSE OF THIS WORKSHOP, /T IS TO.BE
ASSUMED THAT TH/S TS ONE PART OF A TOTAL /N7E7 '

GRATED PROgRAMME. .

The ultimate goal of the motiv.ationtal -materials should
be tó transforin each individual learner into a. rational be-
ing who is fully aware of himself, his environment and his
reality. Ee shbuld through his own experience donteibtite to,
the formation of a learning society where ;illiteracy, does noit
undermine development; wliere every intividual is able to
participate in the national development and share the benefit-

. .of this development. . .
_.
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